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00* about Radical Adults Productions

Johannes Buss (*1972, Metelen) has studied fine arts at the academy for art & design in Enschede (NL) and at the Emily
Carr Institute of Art & Design in Vancouver from 1994 to 1998. He lives and works in Berlin since 1999.
In his artistic practice Buss reflects upon the intersection of visual arts and design. He contemplates (in both directions) the role of the designer and of the artist and finds new forms to work against artistic commodification and to
make visible the aesthetic and political forms of commodities. Buss extracts existing media and imagery out of popular
culture and translates them into spatial installations and textile & sculptural works that ask questions about politics,
economics and cultural identity. Since 2012 Buss produces works under the name “Radical Adults Productions“. As a
conceptual company name, it allows Buss to work on different levels: as a visual artist, a scenographer and an experimental designer.
While Buss’s sensibility and style of making is pop in its aesthetics and appeal, often drawing on popular music, fashion, architecture and design, it is always about re-situating and undoing the popular code to reveal the politics behind
it. Buss re-appropriates the formal language of design and branding to ask questions about the objects we desire and
how those desires are entangled with our social, political and cultural identities. Trained in a fine arts context, Buss has
developed a language that extends into and returns from the world of design and architecture to make his sculptural
and installation projects. His practice is able to inhabit a diversity of spaces, from the gallery or museum to a shop front
to a hair salon to the site of a bombing during the cold war. Having lived in Berlin and in Europe during a time of major
shifts since the early 1990s Buss is an acute observer of his social context. While mimicking the appearance of the
often banal pop spectacles that define our everyday reality, Buss’s practice exposes and reveals the complex political
layers concealed within a world of surfaces, from the branding of Adidas to N.A.T.O. and the UN. This is a practice of
critical irony and postmodern pastiche with a unique sense of wit and a self-reflexive sense of humour: an iconograohic
iconoclasm. Buss’s installations and environments seduce us at the same time as they confront us with the very substance of our own desires.
Influenced by the idea of the„Gesamtünstler“ (examples are Friedrich Kiessler, Wenzel Hablik & the brasilian Flávio
de Carvalho) Buss was always drawn to artists that do not separate the genres fine arts, design and architecture. The
formation of his studio as a conceptual ‘company’, Radical Adults Productions, works with the intransigence of an artist, and a certain design critique at the same time. Here, Buss explores several modes of production: spatial, textiles
and clothing and the sculptural and scenographic. This extends his range of practice to more fields beyond exhibition
practice, with a developing interest in a much broader sense of the distribution of art. In extending his practice into
stage scenography and products and designs for social and public spaces, Buss inhabits the idea that art belongs in the
world and has to play that vital role, as one of fundamental motors of life/society.
Buss’s multi-modal practice between design and art, between lived environments and gallery, between stages and
shop fronts is about creating spaces as mirrors to reflect the surfaces of the objects which we surround ourselves with,
and so show us our contemporary ourselves. It can be shiny and purple, and outrageous and subtle, a lampshade or a
life jacket, camp and macho, serious and hilarious, and contained in these opposites is its critique.
Bettina Malcomess (artist & writer, Wits School of Arts, Johannesburg)

01* spatial & installations

Big Bubbles Big Troubles
(garbage bags, air, spraypaint) 2008

the United Ladies of Amerika
(sliced b/w print on opaque paper, curtain rack) 2007

Concept Shop - black on white
conceptual shop installation (t-shirts on clothes rack, b/w prints, video, CDs, badges, sculpture) 2002 & 2008
“Concept Shop” was shown twice, at the IC-Berlin showroom in Berlin in 2002 and at the Badischer Kunstverein in
Karlsruhe in 2008. It showcases the portraits of famous American HipHop and RnB singers on white clothing, their
biogrpahies and CDs with their music. It functioned as an actual shop and was aimed at a mainly“white” art public:
black on white was both the underlying aesthetic manifesto and at the same time the social experiment.

La Belle et la Bomb
spatial installation (La Belle sign, red lights, shopping bags with B/W prints) 2008
This installation is about the Berlin club La Belle that was attacked with a bombing in 1986. It showcases the four
men behind the attack. Along with the installation a specially produced soundtrack was on loop play. In combination with the red lighting this created a burdensome dark atmosphere.

floating past the evidence of possibilities
spatial installation (basket balls, plastic chain, overal, sneakers, gold foil) 2010

Federal Offense
spatial installation (golden foil, live vests spray painted, coffee tables) 2010
This work’s color sheme refers to the notion of“German national identity”. It was conceived for Lothringer 13 exhibition hall
in Munich and talks locally about the city and its Olympic games from 1972. They marked the beginning of political uprise in
Germany , and on a personal level, this was the time of birth of the artist too. The shape of the golden stage is a reference
to the architecture of the BMW building which was also finished in 1972.

Love Parade of the Dead
spatial installation (artificial felt, golden foil, record player, sound, speakers) 2011
This installation was presented exactly one year after the gruesome events of the last LOVE PARADE in the city of
Duisburg. The cut-out body outlines represent the 21 victims of this event and pays tribute to their lost lifes. For this
work a special soundtrack was composed and transfered to a vinyl record which was on play during the exhibition.

PPPP (Pop Power Poetry Progress)
spatial design at Prince Charles (paper lamps with b/w copies) 2014

the options are blocked
spatial installtion in a bunker (bath rugs, gold foil, mobile phone with sound loop) 2009

LOVEPIECE
(scenography) 2015; LOVEPIECE is a theatre production by Anta Helena Recke

FREEDOOM
spatial installation (painted rope, ladder in white foil, photograph on wood) 2016

PRINCESTALLATION 1
spatial design in a club (big format laser prints, tape, silver decoration curtains) 2016

MS - Monumentum Silentium
(big format print on tyrec, tape, silver decoration curtains) 2016
This work was part of the biannual Uckermark Festival in 2016. The costumed bird watching tower a the shore of the
Oberuckersee was conceived as a “silent monument” for the young boy Marinus Schöberl, who was gruesomely
killed in 2002 in the neighbouring village Potzlow. Visitors of the monument looked through Marinus’eyes into the
calming nature of the Uckermark and could thereby pay tribute to his lost soul.

02* textile / costumes

the Okwui Shirt 1 & 2
(t-shirts with the portrait of curator Okwui Enwezor) 2002 & 2011
The t-shirts above were worn as work-wear by the documenta 11 guides in Kassel in 2002

Concept Shop - black on white
conceptual shop installation (white clothes with black prints) 2002 & 2008

h.p.c. - homophobic
(t-shirts with golden imprint, gay black South African men, Johannesburg) 2004

Shoe Schein
(pair of sneakers, spraypaint) 2008

democratic shoes (excerpt of installation)
(sneakers, golden color, hooks) 2010

It’s Not Easy to be Green
installation in a green house (plastic buckets, soil, small trees, clothing items) 2007

Golden Gestures
textile sculpture + performance (shirt, pants, golden foil, gold color, cloth hanger) 2011

Conjuration Coating
textile sculpture + performance
(mixed media, piece for performance at the German Embassy London) 2010

Get more likes
(shower curtain, xerox transfers, spray color, 2012)

Phonk Talar
costume (for the Church of Phonk at Berlin Festival) 2013

03* objects / furnishing

coup d’ètat (sapeca negrim)
(artificial felt, lined, with screenprint) 2015

the tickets are now diamonds
(live vest spray painted, embroidered text) 2010

au dessus des vieux volcans
sculpture (ventilator, golden foil, spray color, video projection) 2009

disco-doom-philosophy
sculpture (wood, silver foil, cable ties, cord, glitter, color) 2014

Ignition Group
sculpture (Mercedes Benz ignition lock, starter key,
portraits of female terrorists) 2010

le tigre bariolé 3
carpet (painted on with textile and acrylic paint) 2014

le tigre bariolé 3
(carpet painted on with textile and acrylic p

United Ladies of Amerika 2
table lamps (despicting all “First Ladies” of the U.S.A.) 2014

KM (Jeder nach seinen Fähigkeiten, jedem nach seinen Bedürfnissen)
text sculpture (wood cut, acrylic binder, glitter) 2015

the Stakes hang high
sculpture (wooden construct, felt, rope, formed colored feet, shoes, white lack) 2016

N.A.T.O. lamp
ceiling lamp (transparent blue paper, lamp shade foil, powdered glas) 2017

coffee table “Addiction”
coffee table (wood, color, book pages of “Christiane F”, lack) 2017
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